Photo #1
Water Buffalo and driver stopped at the side of Marine Drive while Military vehicles pass by going north and southbound past Piti

Photo #2
Hut on Guam with a net strung out

Photo #3
Areal shot of Inarajan village with Church steeple visible above the trees and houses, caption incorrectly identifies it as Tamuning.

Photo #4
Outdoor movie theater set up somewhere on Guam

Photo #5
Photo of the post-U.S. Invasion destruction of Agana

Photo #6
Wartime destruction on Guam

Photo #7
Sunken Jap Sub Talafoco Bay Guam

Photo #8
Photo of Agana Airfield Barrigada Guam

Photo #9
More U.S. invasion destruction on Guam

Photo #10
Photo of Guam’s coast from Cocos Island

Photo #11
Photo of Gun beach in Tumon Bay

Photo #12
Photo of Navy/Marine Cemetery entrance

Photo #13
Parishioners at the Inarajan Catholic Church on the way to mass

Photo #14
Supply depot, Joint Combined Forces
Photo #15
Photo of the coastline of Agat, Guam

Photo #16
Photo of Post-U.S. Invasion destruction on Guam

Photo #17
Unknown Tropical Beach

Photo #18
Ammo Barge U.S.S. Oregon

Photo #19
Chief Petty Officer’s Mess J.C.A.

Photo #20
Quonset Huts on Guam

Photo #21
Debris cleanup near the shore of Tumon Bay

Photo #22
Photo of native woman and daughter while weaving palm leaves

Photo #23
Photo of scrap yard at Agana Airfield with damaged or cannibalized B-29 to the right of sign indicating a runway

Photo #24
Photo of a U.S. Military Jeep passing by a building damaged during the U.S. Invasion of Guam

Photo #25
Photo of a Thatched roof building on Guam

Photo #26
Photo of a village on Guam

Photo #27
Photo of a jeep traveling down a dirt track on Guam